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Brother CZ-1005 label-making tape

Brand : Brother Product code: CZ-1005

Product name : CZ-1005

- Label roll for Brother VC-500W label printer
- Width: 50mm
- Length: 5m
- Colour: white
- Pack of 1
Brother Label Roll 50mm x 5m (For the Brother VC-500W Label Printer) CZ1005

Brother CZ-1005 label-making tape:

For use in your Brother VC-500W label printer, this continuous label roll allows you to print full colours
labels for cratfs and organisation in the home and office. This white label roll measures 50mm x 5m. This
pack contains 1 label roll.

This genuine Brother CZ-1005 label roll allows you to print full colour labels for a wide range of labelling
needs. 50mm in width and 5 metres in length, it can be used in the office or home for identification of
files, boxes, shelves, personal possessions or other important items.

Create customised signs for around your business. Add a personalised touch to your craft projects. From
photos, to images to symbols, give your creations that added personal touch with full colour labels.

Uses ZINK® Zero-Ink® Printing Technology to produce full colour prints without using ink.

Features

Type Continuous label
Thickness 5 cm
Printable area height 5 cm
Rolls per pack 1
Self-laminating
Corrosion resistant
Humidity resistant
Weatherproof
Smear resistant
Flame-retardant
Tape type CZ
Print technology Thermal transfer
Country of origin Vietnam
Water-resistant

Features

Brand compatibility Brother
Compatibility VC-500W

Technical details

Master (outer) case GTIN (EAN/UPC) 4977766779319
Harmonized System (HS) code 48219090

Weight & dimensions

Tape width * 5 cm
Tape length 5 m
Package width 113 mm
Package depth 92 mm
Package height 121 mm
Package type Box
Package weight 100 g
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